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Data

PM2.5 concentration
  = BC + OC + NH4 + SO4 + NO3 + (0.1×DU) + (0.25×SS)

5 SSP scenarios
- SSP126, SSP245, SSP370, SSP370-lowNTCF, SSP585

WHO air quality index (AQI)            Study area
                                               - subregional domain 
                                                       from CMIP6



Evaluation of CMIP6 in the PD period  

Multi-Model ensembles
 - 9 CMIP6 models
- available data

Reasonable estimation
 - underestimated in EAS, SAS
 - highest value in industrialized
   and highly population 



Air quality Index   

Historical
- AQG in Korea, Japan

 - Lv 4 around Mega Cities

Near future 
 - improved in SSP126
 - 585 < 245 < 370
   due to SSP pathways



Air quality Index in Mid future  

Mid future
- improved ovrall region in SSP 126 scenario

 - ‘weak’ air quality controls in SSP370 lead higher level of AQI

Considering population change 
 - Rapid population ageing
    coupled with AQI level

may increase the risk
    in SSP370 scenario

dotted line indicate the ratio over 65 years to total



Impact of air quality controls 

SSP370 vs SSP370-lowNTCF
  - implementation of

strong air quality
   controls contributes

to regional warming

Reagional response
  - SAS > EAS > SEA



Conclusion

‘Weak’ air quality controls in SSP370
  - the level of AQI is expected to increase significantly

> the risk of premature mortality from long-term exposure
      to PM2.5 could significantly increase in China and India   

due to the rapid population ageing in the future

Response of aerosol reduction
  - An additional finding of this study is the potential 
   acceleration of global warming in Asia with future decreases
   in anthropogenic aerosol emissions reducing the radiative
   cooling effect of aerosols

  - understanding the effects of fine particulate matter on 
human health and climate interactions have become critical

    to regional policymakers
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